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Welcome to our new BCI Quarterly Newsletter
Dear client,
Welcome and thank you for accepting to receive our quarterly newsletter, thanks to which we will be
keeping you abreast with latest developments, remind you of important deadlines and share with you
any content that will be to your liking.
We are also delighted to share with you, before anyone else in our first newsletter of the year, a new
re-branded logo for one of the companies forming part of Business Concept International plc. After 5
years and counting in operation, Fairwinds Management has achieved high levels and exceeded
expectations as a Corporate Services Provider offering a wide range of company formation and
related services. In this respect we have re-branded our logo, giving it a fresher and a more modern
look, to represent better our company. This logo will be officially launched when we complete the full
rebranding exercise in the coming weeks.

ICE London and Malta AI & Blockchain Summit
Last month, team members from Fairwinds Management Limited together with its brand, iGaming
Licenses Malta, attended the latest edition of ICE London, held in Excel London, UK to further
explore the iGaming sector, network, and further or initiate collaboration with other companies from
across the globe. In two months’ time, Fairwinds Management Limited will be exhibiting at the Malta
AI & Blockchain Summit, held between 23rd and 24th May at Hilton, in St. Julian’s, Malta to help those
looking for solutions to kick start a new crypto business in Malta.
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Upcoming deadlines
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Busy times! Due to the upcoming deadline of the MicroInvest Scheme, our accountants at
Accounting Services Ltd are currently working around the clock to submit applications for micro
enterprises and self employed to receive tax credits. The deadline for self employed is 27th March
while the deadline for companies is 29th May. Click here for further information or if you need to ask
any questions to our team.
Further deadlines are related to Income Tax Returns:
30th April
TA22 - Part Time Self Employed
TA23 - Part Time Employment
TA24 - Tax from Rents from Residential & Commercial Lets
PT1 - Provisional Tax and SSC (for Class 2 Individuals)
PT1 - Provisional Tax (for Maltese companies)
30th June
Personal Income Tax Return

Office activities
16th January - Office Baby Shower for three employees

25th January - The Annual Food Challenge
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14th February - Valentine’s Day
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Recent blog posts
Click on the links below to read more
Tax on Residential Income
The importance of Knowing your Customers

A Maltese passport for your success
Financial statements: snapshot of company’s financial position
A commercial destination with a competitive market

Most liked photo of the quarter
Fairwinds Management team at ICE London in February
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We take this opportunity to wish all women a Happy Women’s Day, being celebrated internationally
tomorrow, Friday 8th March.
Feel free to contact me or our team with any questions you might have.
Thank you for reading.
Sincerely,
Adrian Sciberras, FCCA, MIA, CPA, LL.B.(Hons) (Melit.)
Chairman, Business Concept International plc
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